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Whether we work in marketing, own a business, or simply 
want to keep up with friends and family across the globe, 
most of us find ourselves contributing to the chatter of 

social media on a daily basis—and many of us are motivated to 
do so by the number of “likes” we receive on our posts. Though 
she does not promise to make your social media account a viral 
sensation, in Writing for Social Media, Carrie Marshall provides a 
gloss for how to enter the online conversation most successfully. 
This volume is part of a series developed by Marshall, which in-
cludes Business Writing for Technical People and Technical Writing 
for Business People. Accordingly, Marshall approaches this piece on 
social media with a sense of “boots on the ground” expertise, using 
her twenty years of experience in professional writing contexts to 
contribute to the discipline. Marshall’s work as a freelance writer 
allows her to speak with authority to those who want to elevate 
the discourse of a personal or business social media account. As 
such, this book functions as an excellent introduction to how social 
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media and its algorithms work, in addition to demystifying how and 
when to deploy successful content. Though Marshall’s target audi-
ence is business owners, this book would be useful in a technical and 
professional communication program that offers an introduction to 
marketing or social media writing as one of its learning objectives.

In some ways, the tone and structure of Writing for Social Media 
implicitly models Marshall’s explicit suggestions for creating social 
media content. Chapter Three, “Big Idea in Small Spaces,” encourages 
brevity in content production, which is something Marshall also ac-
complishes in the correspondingly short chapters of the book itself. 
Additionally, Marshall provides “eleven and a half ways” to create 
shareable content, while pointing out that people are likely to click 
on odd-numbered lists. Along the same lines, Marshall confidently 
uses humor, making note in her bio that her self-published novel 
allowed her to buy a car—not a “great car, but still: a car!” (p. 9), while 
she simultaneously cautions readers against “trying to be funny 
when you’re not funny” (p. 42). Indeed, Marshall’s use of humor works 
best in Chapter 10, “Everyone is Offended,” in which she dedicates 
space to infamously controversial social media posts made by ma-
jor companies such as H&M and US Airways. These posts, ironically, 
almost always caused a stir because the social media writer made a 
joke in bad taste. Here, Marshall uses others’ failed attempts at humor 
to her benefit, providing entertaining commentary on social media 
flops while still showcasing the studies for her didactic aim of prov-
ing what could go wrong when online writers lose sight of their audi-
ence’s concerns in favor of getting a laugh or two. Thus, even though 
her book was published in print format, Marshall models online tone 
and form. Simultaneously, she also takes her own writing advice; the 
book functions as a meta-perspective for how to write in online plat-
forms and is full of practical knowledge about social media writing. 

In Writing for Social Media, Marshall toggles between providing 
information about different social media platforms and encouraging 
readers to determine what they expect to achieve through develop-
ing a persona for social media sites. In the process, she outlines what 
rhetoricians know to be true about the critical acknowledgement 
of audience, writer, and purpose. From the beginning of the book, 
Marshall explains that writers should know why they are entering 
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online spaces before doing so. Furthermore, she recommends taking 
into account not only the demographics of and distinctions between 
users of various social media platforms, but also emphasizes re-
membering what kind of persona writers are attempting to cultivate 
through the content they produce. These suggestions that prompt a 
rhetorical awareness of the writing situation are critical to all writing 
contexts. In thinking about this volume as a teaching tool, it would 
most benefit a student in an introductory-level technical or profes-
sional writing course, but it could also be useful in a more general 
writing course, were a program interested in making connections 
between the rhetorical work performed in both academic and “real-
life” settings.

The limitations of the book are inherent in its topical concern: a 
book on social media will, undoubtedly, become outdated rapidly 
as the landscape of the internet expands. Even though the book was 
recently published, it dates itself with the exclusion of new media 
platforms, such as Tik-Tok and Instagram’s “Story” feature. Overall, 
Marshall’s book is less helpful to instructors who are interested in 
helping students create multi-modal content for social media, as it 
offers no guidelines for producing compelling visual media, such as 
videos for a YouTube account or images for Instagram. Moreover, the 
book is lean on theoretical perspectives, and it generally neglects to 
comment on the larger implications of virtual social engagement and 
communication. Consequently, technical and professional commu-
nication directors and instructors should include additional texts to 
provide rhetorical or sociological perspectives of our cultural en-
gagement with social media.

Regardless of its shortcomings, technical and professional writ-
ing program directors and instructors would benefit from the use of 
Marshall’s book. Marshall legitimizes the kinds of writing performed 
in professional contexts by highlighting the complexity of the work, 
and she makes tangible the ways that skills learned in technical and 
professional writing programs can be practically applied. Marshall’s 
book paints a picture of the ever-changing and multi-faceted arena 
of social media, while also making visible the way that each platform 
operates for different audiences. In highlighting these distinctions, 
Marshall delivers her best advice for how to achieve the production 
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of successful content that caters to individualized audiences. None 
of the information found in the book is particularly transformative 
to the way scholars think about writing for social media, yet Marshall 
does cull the relevant topics of discussion into one clear, accessible 
source that could be relevant to novices. As technical and profes-
sional writing programs prepare students to support businesses with 
interests in growing their social media platforms, Carrie Marshall’s 
Writing for Social Media will function as a useful handbook to assist in 
teaching the skills necessary for online modes of communication.
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